USE CASE

Reducing Costs through Better Practices
By using Adlib, a designer and manufacturer
of respiratory care products streamlined PDF
conversions and simplified compliance,
resulting in improved productivity and
reduced costs.

THE INDUSTRY
Life Sciences

THE SYSTEMS

THE CHALLENGE
A designer and manufacturer of respiratory care products needed to identify a
document rendering tool for their procedures and SOPs that could be integrated with
SharePoint. Their ongoing use of Adobe Acrobat was proving too costly.
They were faced with a number of difficult challenges. This organization needed to:
• Find a cost-efficient solution to replace their current expensive one
• Improve the speed and accuracy of all conversions
• Integrate the document conversion product with SharePoint
• Process a high volume of documents daily

THE DOCUMENTS
PROCEDURES AND SOPs

WHAT IS ADVANCED
RENDERING?
Advanced Rendering technology takes basic
document–to-PDF conversion to a higher
level by integrating into the most

THE RESULT

commonly-used Enterprise Content

Adlib is a trusted solution in the Life Sciences space. Adlib’s extensive experience working

the conversion of content from multiple

with the Life Sciences industry and governing agencies has helped produce tailored

sources into more manageable and usable

solutions that simplify compliance and streamline PDF conversions in demanding enterprise

formats to enhance documents at each of

environments. Better productivity equals lower costs, which is what this company received.

the 4 stages of the document lifecycle:

By using Adlib, this life sciences manufacturing organization achieved a number of benefits:

capture, manage, archive and deliver.

• A replacement of an expensive desktop-based solution with Adlib’s server-based

Adlib PDF Enterprise is the next-generation

Management (ECM) systems and automating

software, improving cost efficiencies

of Advanced Rendering technology that is

• Faster time for document conversions

ideal for high-volume environments where

• Tight integration with SharePoint

accurate, scalable and highly-available

• A complete solution with Adlib that allows the company’s users to browse, import and
submit PDFs

document-to-PDF conversion and
transformation services are required across
the enterprise.

Advanced Rendering enabled this life sciences
manufacturing organization to improve cost
efficiencies and reduce processing time for
converting documents.
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